Agenda for Content & Scope Workstream Workshop 2
Museum of Photographic Arts (MOPA)
1649 El Prado, San Diego, CA 92101
August 5 – 6, 2012

August 5
Short Early Evening Program
5:00PM PST – Boardroom, MOPA
• Rachel Frick: Welcome
• Patric Stillman Innovations, and Programming Officer of MEDIA ARTS CENTER SAN DIEGO: Presentation on Digital Citizens and Virtual Communities
  Mr. Stillman is a founding officer of the Media Arts. He has a long history with the libraries and technology in San Francisco, Los Angeles, and San Diego. Since 2006, Patric has engaged the greater California community as the lead trainer for digital storytelling, an active webinar instructor with Infopeople, a promoter of lifelong learning and is currently developing a new technology-based learning lab for youth at San Diego's new Central Library.

6:30PM PST – The Prado at Balboa Park (1549 El Prado)
• Dinner!

August 6
All Day Program – Boardroom, MOPA
The object for the day’s work is to discuss metadata issues in the context of the DPLA, with the goal to craft a nearly finished Data Provider Agreement by the end of the day to publish for public comment after the workshop.

8:30AM PST – Coffee and Continental Breakfast

9:00AM PST – Begin
• Maura Marx: Outline and Goals of the Day/ Meeting Kickoff

9:15AM PST – Metadata
• Review Content & Scope statements on metadata from previous meetings
• Review Technical plan: http://dp.la/2012/07/05/july-2012-technical-development-plan/
• Begin to craft recommendations for metadata contributors and aggregations

10:30AM PST – Break

10:45AM PST – Continued discussion

12:00PM PST – Lunch in meeting room
1:00PM PST – Data Provider Agreements
   • Review of data provider agreements, especially in regards to services and metadata
   • Draft recommendations for Steering Committee to include in the identification of first tier content provider hubs, as well as other content contributors.

2:30PM PST – Break

3:00PM PST – Continued Discussion and Wrap up

4:00PM PST END